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Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift

Fe-initiation repair in bacteriophage T4

I

In tegenstelling tot wat Schneider et al , beweren, is herstel van

bacteriofaag T1* DNA, dat door een behandeling met MNKG beschadigd i s ,

een relatief onnauwkeurig proces.

S.Schneider et a l . , 1978, Moleo, gen. Genet., 167» 185-195.

II

Uit de waarneming dat bij patiënten met Xeroderma pigmentosum weinig

inwendige tumoren voorkomen, concludeert Cairns ten onrechte dat

inwendige tumoren niet veroorzaakt worden door lokale veranderingen

in de base volgorde van het DNA.

J.Cairns, 1981, Nature, 289, 353-357.

III

Het proces van methylering van fosfolipiden in de celmembraan, is

niet verantwoordelijk voor de initiatie van de chemotaxis van

Diotyo8telium disaoideum cellen.

S.Alemany et al., 1980, Proo. natl. Aaad. Soi. USA 77, 6996-6999.

iv

Het is de vraag of de "brede maatschappelijke discussie" over de

toepassing van nucleaire energie tot kernachtige conclusies leidt.

V

Het is een slag in de lucht om de thermale adaptatie in de kinetiek

van een spier~ATPase en temperatuurregulatie door het gedrag van

een vissoort te combineren en als alternatief te stellen voor een

vergelijkbare combinatie in een andere vissoort.

H.J.Walesby en I.A.Johnston, 1981, Experentia 37, 716-718.
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VI

Wanneer men, op grond van het feit dat de BHK21 Cl13 cellijn

pre-znaligne is, concludeert dat deze cellijn ongeschikt is voor het

bestuderen van neoplastische transformatie, dan ziet men over het

hoofd dat dit laatste proces uit meerdere stappen bestaat.

IARC Monographs Supplement 2t 1980, Lyon, p.193.

VII

De veronderstelling van Ebisuzaki, dat verschillende types schade

aan DNA via verschillende mechanismen worden hersteld, is in strijd

met de eigenschappen van de door hem beschreven mutant rrmsl,

K.Ebisuzaki et al., 1975, Virology 6kt 330-338.

VIII

Het ontbreken van de laboratoriumroman als literair genre geeft aan,

dat in het algemeen, het beroep van onderzoeker als minder boeiend

wordt beschouwd dan dat van bijvoorbeeld arts of inspecteur van

politie.

M.Cupido Leiden, 19 november 1981.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1. DNA repair

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is universal in nature as the residence of

the genetic information with the exception of the RNA viruses. DNA is

a co-polymer that is composed of four different nucleotides linked by

3*-5* phosphodiester bonds. The four types of nucleotide consist of a

phosphate group, a deoxyribose moiety and an organic base which may be

either one of the purines guanine or adenine or one of the pyrimidines

cytosine or thymine. The nucleotide monomers form a sequence that en-

codes the amino acid composition of the proteins by a triplet code.

During division of cells and replication of viruses, this information

is distributed among daughter cells and transferred to progeny virus.

DNA is continuously exposed to chemical and physical agents which

are capable of inducing local changes in its composition and structure

which may result in impairment of replication and transcription.

These changes may also influence the transfer of the correct genetic

information to the progeny, which may result in permanent genetic

alterations and in the production of altered proteins. Most of these

mutations are lethal, some are detrimental and, in rare cases, there-

may a positive effect.

A large number of physical agents affects the structure of DNA,

such as X-rays, gamma-rays, ultraviolet light (UV) and a wide variety

of chemicals such as alkylating agents, base analogues, intercalating

agents and nitrous acid. It is therefore essential for every living

organism that the structural and chemical integrity of its DNA can be

restored. To achieve this, several pathways for repair of damaged DNA

have evolved. These mechanisms have been extensively studied over the

last 30 years and appear to be basically rather universal.
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A great deal of our current knowledge of DNA repair pathways is

obtained from studies of the relatively simple prokaryotes such as

the bacterium Eschevichia aoli and bacteriophage T4. Although these

organisms contain a small amount of genetic information compared to

higher organisms, a considerable fraction of it codes for proteins

that are involved in biological pathways that preserve the genetic

information in their genomes.

2, Types of DNA damage

An overview of the different types of lesion that are identified in

DNA treated with mutagenic agents is given in Figure 1. Several types

of lesion are of particular interest since they have been the subjects

of studies on DNA repair. One example is the formation of reactive

chemicals in DNA by ionizing radiation. The most important result of

the reactions is the formation of single-strand breaks in the deoxy-

ribose phosphate backbone. When two breaks are formed opposite each

other or a few bases apart, a double-strand break is formed that is

difficult to repair.

Another type of lesion is in situ a Iky lat ion of bases. The N-7

position of guanine is the most reactive site for alkylating agents.

N~7 alkyl-guanine causes apurinic sites as secondary lesions after

removal of the alkylated base by repair N-glycosylases. Alkylations

at other positions in the nucleotides, such as 0-6 of guanine are not

removed by this process and cause mutations via misreplication.

Bi-functional alkylating agents may generate inter-strand and intra-strand

cross-links, which also have to be repaired by other mechanisms.

The most extensively studied DNA lesion is the pyrimidine dimer,

induced by UV radiation. This dimer was discovered by Beukers 6

Berends (i960), after irradiation of a frozen solution of thymine.

Soon afterwards dimers were shown to be formed in UV-irradiated DNA

(Setlow £ Setlow, 1962). After absorption of an UV-quantum, two

adjacent pyrimidines are linked by covalent bonds between their respec-
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Fig. 1 Predominant primary lesions identified in DNA following

treatment with mutagenic agents (courtesy dr. A.T. Natarajan

ancl dr. G. Obe)
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tive C-5 and C-6 atotrs and form a four-carbon cyclobutane ring. The

dimer brings about a twisting of the secondary helical structure of

DNA and causes local denaturation, which is possibly recognized by

repair enzymes.

3. The choice of bacteriophage Ik as a test object

The use of bacteriophages has proven to be extremely informative

in the study of DNA repair processes. The most extensively studied

phages are phage lambda and Jk. Lambda does not encode DNA repair

enzymes and it is used to study host-mediated repair. T*t DNA is not

repaired by host enzymes in the dark (Harm, 1963a) and encodes three

DNA repair pathways itself: excision repair, recombination repair

and replication repair, which will be described in detail furtheron.

Phage Tk is genetically well accessible and mutations are

available in many genes that affect DNA repair. In addition, T*t offers

the technical advantages of most micro-organisms: it is easy to grow,

to purify and to obtain in large quantities.

h. Mechanisms for repair of damaged DNA

The simplest pathways for repair of damaged DNA are those that

reverse the damage in situ, without causing any further alterations

in the DNA. The most extensively studied example of this process is

photoreactivation. It requires a single enzyme, photolyase, that can

bind specifically to pyrimidine dimers in DNA and catalyses the direct

conversion of each dimer back to its constituent pyrimidines. The

binding step can occur in the dark but the conversion of dimers to

monomers requires visible light of specific wavelength (for a review

see Sutherland, 1978). Bacteriophage Tk does not code for an enzyme

with photolyase activity but Ik DNA containing pyrimidine dimers

is reactivated by the E. coli photolyase after the DNA has been
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injected into the bacterium.

A more complex type of repair involves the removal of the damaged

bases and is called excision repair. In T*t this pathway is specific

for the removal of pyrimidine dimers. The process is initiated by the

product of T*t gene «(Harm, 1963b) that is later named denV (Wood 6

Revel, 1976), which is the structural gene for endonuclease V, a

pyrimidine-dimer specific endonuclease (Friedberg £ King, 1969, 1971;

Yasuda 6 Sekiguchi, 1970a; Sekiguchi et al., 1975). T*t endonuclease V

has been purified and extensively characterized (Yasuda £ Sekiguchi,

1970b; Friedberg £ King, 1971; Minton et a!., 1975; Simon et al., 1975).

The enzyme was previously thought to catalyze endonucleolytic incisions

on the 5'-side of pyrimidine dimers, creating 3'-0H and 5'"P termini

(Yasuda 5 Sekiguchi, 1970b). Recent studies however indicate a more

complex two-step reaction (Gordon £ Haseltine, 1980; Seawel1 et al.,

1980; Radany 6 Friedberg, 1980; Demple £ Linn, 1980). The first step

is the cleavage of the N-glycosylic bond between the 5'-pyrimidine of

the dimer and the deoxyribose, creating an apyrimidinic site.

The next step involves cleavage of the phosphodiester bond that

originally linked the two dimerized pyrimidines by an apyrimidinic-

apurinic (AP) endonuclease, leaving a AP-deoxyribose at the 3'-terminus

of the break (Figure 2). Studies of denV mutants indicate that both the

N-glycosylase and the AP-endonuclease activity reside on a single protein

encoded by the denV gene (Nakabeppu & Sekiguchi, 1981). After cleavage

of the phosphodiester bond, the enzyme diffuses linearly along the DNA

molecule to encounter additional dimers (Lloyd et al.., 1980).

The removal of the dimerized pyrirtiidines from incised UV-irradiated

DNA can be performed by several enzymes. In lysates from T*t-infected

bacteria the presence of three distinct 5'-3' exonucleolytic activities

that excise dimers from incised UV-irradiated DNA has been demonstrated.

One exonuclease activity is connected with E. aoli DNA polymerase I

(Sekiguchi et al., 1975), the two others, exonuclease B and exonuclease

C are Ik encoded (Shimizu 5 Sekiguchi, 1976)

a-



Thymine dimer.

N T O T N

DNA-N-glycQsylase

AP endonuclease

Pig. 2 A two-step model for incision at sites of pyrimidine aimers

(after Gordon a Haseltine, 1980)

The enzymes hydrolyse DNA specifically' from the 5'~termini and

generate ol igonucleotides with an average size of eight nucleotides,

containing the dimerized ones (Pawl et al., 1975). In vivo, the bacteri-

al DNA polymerase I plays a primary role in the excision of pyrimidine

dimer oligonucleotides (Pawl et al., 1976) and in repair of the gaps

(Maynard-Smith 6 Symonds, 1973a; Schnitzlein et al., 1974). No involve-

ment of T'4 polymerase activity in excision repair has been demonstrated.

The 3'-terminal deoxyribose is an inefficient primer for repair

replication byS. coli DNA polymerase I (Warner et al., 1980), but can

be activated by removal of the 3'-terminal sugar residu (Demple & Linn,

1980; Gordon £ Haseltine, 1981). After resynthesis of the damaged

region, the continuity of the DNA strand is finally restored by DNA

1igat ion.
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5, Mechanisms for toleration of DNA damage

In addition to repair mechanisms that remove DNA damage, mechanisms

have been identified that enable the phage to multiply although its

template DNA still contains unremoved lesions. The most effective

pathway operative upon infection of bacteria with several T̂ t particles,

is multiplicity reactivation (MR.). Via recombination of intact parts

from several damaged DNA molecules, a genome is compiled that is

completely free of damage.

The first T*» mutant with reduced MR, Jkx, was isolated by Harm

(1963b). The mutated strain has a reduced capacity for genetic re-

combination and shows increased UV-sensitivity both in multiply and in

singly infected bacteria (Harm, 1%**). Later, other mutants with this

phenotype were isolated: am y*,, (Boyle 6 Symonds, 1969), 1206 (van den

Ende 6 Symonds, 1972), w and several mutants in gene 58-61 (Hamlett

S Berger, 1975), /dsA, fdsB (Dewey & Frankel, 1975), uvsX 102 (Chi Ids,

1b)30) and two amber mutants in genes uVsXand uvsï (Wakem & Ebisuzaki,

1981).

Mutant 1206 was isolated on the basis of a reduced segregation

frequency of heterozygous partial dipioids to haploids. Fdslk, fdsü and

the mutants of Wakem £ Ebisuzaki act as suppressors of mutations in

gene kS. The other mutants were selected on increased UV-sensitivity.

Some of the mutations were located in common genes: 1206 contains

several mutations, among them one in gene uvsW. Fdsb and fdsB are in

genes uvsX and uvsY respectively (Cunningham 6 Berger, 1977; Shah &

DeLorenzo, 1977). These mutations are believed to affect a common

recombinational repair pathway, since multiple mutants in genes uvsW,

uvsX, uvsï, 58-61 and 59 show the same UV-sensitivity as the respective

single mutants (Hamlett & Berger, 1975; Wakem & Ebisuzaki, 1981).

Baldy (1970) showed that mutations in the essential T^ genes 30, 32,

41, hi, 1»3, M», kit and kj cause an increased UV-sensitivity under semi-

permissive conditions. Crosses of mutants in these essential genes

with irradiated wild type phage and crosses from the same type between

uvsY derivatives of these strains, yield the same survival. Apparently,
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Igap formation

2 strand uptake

3 synthesis

U loop cleavage

5a branch migration / \
5b ligation

6a ligation 6b cutting and rejoining

Fig.3 Post-replication repair. DNA synthesized after UV-irradiation

contains a gap opposite each pyrimidine dimer in the template

strand (1)* The daughter strand, extended by polymerization from

a 3'-OH terminus at one end of the gap, invades the neighbouring

duplex and uses the complementary strand as template (2). The iso-

polar parental strand forms a D-loop (3) that is subsequently

cleaved at one end (4). The resulting structure may undergo branch

migration and ligation (5a, 6a) or direct ligation (5b). Cutting

and rejoining of strands produces a structure in which parental

DNA have become covalently linked to its isopolar daughter strands

(6b). After Ganesan et al., 1981.
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the DNA repair capacity of the -unirradiated- mutant strains

is equal to that of -unirradiated- double mutant strains with uvsY.

The genes tested appear therefore essential for recombination repair

(Maynard-Smith 6 Symonds, 1973a). This process is supposed to occur

after replication of damaged DNA analogous to postrepiication

recombinational repair in E. coli(Figure 3). The damaged DNA

involved in this type of repair has duplicated and has generated

daughter strands containing discontinuities or gaps.

These discontinuous strands are joined into molecules of normal size

by strand exchange between parental DNA and daughter DNA (for a

review see Hanawalt et a!., 1979)-

As a result of the DNA strand exchanges, the pyrimidine dimers become

distributed among parental and progeny strands. For this repair pathway

in Tk infected bacteria we will use the denomination replication-

-dependent recombination repair according to Broker £ Doermann (1975).

In bacteriophage Tk, DNA recombination is an integral part of

the DNA replicative cycle. It is therefore unlikely that viable Tk

mutant strains can exist that are completely deficient in recombination

repair. Mutant strains with reduced recombination repair appear to

contain additional mutations that enable the phage to multiply in

spite of their reduced capacity for DNA recombination. UvsX and uvsY

mutants that are. genetically purified from additional mutations by

backcrossing, cause an arrest of normal DNA synthesis, which in the

derivative strain can y1Q. is conditionally lethal (Maynard-Smith 6

Symonds, 1973b; Hamlett 6 Berger, 1975; Cunningham 6 Berger, 1977).

The arrest of DNA replication may well result from the incapability to

recombine unit-length DNA molecules to concatenated multiple-length

DNA that is the template for late T*» DNA replication.

Other mutations, in genes 30 (DNA ligase), 46 and *»7 (exonucleases)

and 59 (product unknown) that were primarily isolated as DNA-arrest

mutants, appear to affect genetic recombination and recombination

repair as well (Karam 6 Barker, 1971; Shah 6 Berger, 1971; Wu et al.,

1976).
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On the other hand, not every mutation that affects recombination repair

causes an arrest of DNA synthesis. UvsW mutants show a normal DNA

replication rate that is even increased late in infection, when com-

pared with wild type (Melamede £ Wallace, 1980), whereas mutations

in gene 58-61 show a low rate of early DNA replication that later in-

creases to wild type level (Yegian et al., 1971).

The two types of recombination repair present in T*» infected E. coli

cells differ in a number of aspects. Multiplicity reactivation is

recombination between several damaged parental phag& molecules,

whereas replication-dependent recombination repair is recombination

between damaged parental DNA and fragmented daughter DNA. Although

both pathways are reduced by mutations in genes 30, *»6, ^7» 58-61, 59»

uvsW, uvsX and uvsY} replication-dependent recombination repair depends

on the products of genes 32, k\, hi, k"i and hh, involved in early DNA

replication as well (Hamlett & Berger, 1975; Nonn & Bernstein, 1977;

Priemer £ Chan, 1978; Holmes et al., 1980).

In addition, the two repair mechanisms differ in accuracy: MR is

essentially error-free (Holmes et a ) . , 1980; Yarosh et al., 1980),

whereas mutations in genes uvsX and uvsY largely reduce mutagenesis by

UV, methyl methanesuifonate (MMS), gamma rays and 8-methoxypsoralen

(Drake, 1973; Green £ Drake, 1974; Conkling et al., 1976). The results

were obtained from experiments performed at low multiplicities of

infection, where the effect of MR is negligible. Mutations induced

in uvs strains by the agents mentioned above, might therefore well

result from inaccurate replication-dependent recombination repair.

Mutagenesis by N-methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG), ethyl

methanesuifonate (EMS) and nitrosomethy1 urea (NMU) is not reduced by

mutations in uvsX and uvsï(Ray et al., 1972; Schneider et al., 1978;

Johns et al., 1978) which might be due to the direct production of mis-

coding lesions in Tk DNA by these agents (Ripley, 1981).

Another pathway for tolerance of unremoved lesions is bypass synthesis

or trans-lesion synthesis, resulting from a temporal relaxation of
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constraints that normally inhibit replication past non-coding lesions.

This process has been extensively studied in E, aoli (see Witkin, 1976

for a review); the UV-inducible veoA protein might suppress the editing

activity of DNA polymerases, facilitating synthesis past pyrimidine

dimers, but increasing the probability of insertion of incorrect bases.

Although this process has been observed in many other organisms, such

as yeast (Lawrence S Christensen, 1978) and mammalian cells (Das Gupta

& Summers, 1978; reviewed by Hanawait et al., 1979), there are no firm

indications that trans-lesion synthesis occurs in bacteriophage Ik

infected bacteria. Concerning the short time span which Jk requires to

complete one cycle of replication, an inducible repair pathway seems in-

appropriate.

T1» mutants that might be affected in a similar type of repair have

been isolated by Ebisuzaki et al, (1975). Multiple mutants of this type

also carrying mutations in uvsX and uvsY are more sensitive to UV and

MMS than single mutants (Wakem 6 Ebisuzaki, 1976). Van Minderhout £

Grimbergen (1976) independently isolated three UV-sensitive mutants with

a similar phenotype: increased sensitivity to UV and MMS and addition

of sensitivity when inserted into mutants in genes denV, uvsX and uvsY

and into a double mutant in both denV and uvsY. In contrast with Ebisuzaki's

mutants, these strains show reduced replication rates of undamaged DNA.

Experiments, performed under conditions that prevent late DNA replication,

show that early DNA replication is affected in two of the three isolated

mutants-.MUs58 and uus79. It is suggested that these mutations affect

the DNA replication machinery with respect to the adaptation to irregula-

rities in the template DNA. The affected pathway has been tentatively

named non-catalytic replication repair (van Minderhout et al., 1978). For

convenience we will use the nomination replication repair furtheron,

although there is no indication for analogy with a repair pathway in

mammalian cells that has also been named replication repair. The latter is

supposed to be repair of daughter DNA via homologous branch formation,

without the formation of gaps (Higgins et al., 1976; Fujiwara £ Tatsumi,

1976). Replication repair must not be confused with repair replication

(DNA replication to fill single-strand gaps generated by excision of
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damaqed bases) or with post-replication repair (recombinational repair).

6. Introduction to the present studies

The studies presented in this thesis were initiated by Van Minderhout,

who has isolated 10 ultraviolet sensitive {uvs) mutations in gene

denV, with various phenotypes (van Minderhout & Grimbergen, 1975; van

Minderhout et al., 1975. 1979). Furthermore as described above, three

uvs strains of a different type have been isolated that appear

affected neither in excision repair nor in recombination repair but in

another pathway, named replication repair since the mutants also affect

early DNA replication (van Minderhout & Grimbergen, 1976; van Minder-

hout et al., 1978; Cupido, 1978).

This thesis contains four chapters dealing with the location of the

new mutants on the genomic map of 7k and their biochemical characteri-

ation in T4 infected E. coli cells. Initially, a genetic study was

made to obtain indications about the genes in which the mutations

reside. Mutation uvsJS appears to be located in gene 41, which

encodes a single-strand DNA dependent GTPase and ATPase. This gene

k) protein occurs as a dimer that increases the rate at which DNA

polymerase moves through the double-helical DNA template. It

simultaneously interacts with the gene 58-61 protein to synthesize

the pentaribonucleotide primers that initiate Okazaki pieces (Alberts

et al., 1975. 1977; Liu 6 Alberts, 1980, 1981). The location of

uvs7S in gene ^1 indicates that, additional to its dual function in

DNA replication, the product of this gene plays a role in DNA repair

(chapter 2).

The location of mutation uvs$7 between marker mutations in genes

56 and 58-61 is described in chapter 3. Uvs$J causes an arrest in

DNA replication at 25°C, which makes a complementation assay with

marker mutant strains possible. The results of the experiments

indicate the presence of a novel gene, which contains the uvsSl locus

and that is located between genes 56 and 58-61. The proposed name
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for this gene is uvsZ.

In chapter ,̂ results are presented that suggest that replication

repair is an error-prone pathway, leading to the formation of

mutations by incorrect replication of non-informative DNA.

A molecular genetic study has been made to obtain information

about the molecular mechanism of replication repair, The substrates

for this pathway appear to be daughter strand gaps that are

generated during duplication of damaged DNA. The gaps are subsequently

filled, creating repair-intermediate continuous daughter strands. These

are sensitive to heating and treatment with RNase, probably as the

result of the presence of unremoved primer RNA. The repair-intermediate

molecules then serve as template for normal DNA molecules formed in

the subsequent cycle of DNA replication (chapter 5).

In the final discussion arguments are presented to change the

denomination replication repair into re-initiation repair.
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Chapter 2

PARTICIPATION OF BACTERIOPHAGE T4 GENE 41 IN REPLICATION REPAIR

Summary

The location of the non-essential T4 mutant uvs73, with defective

replication repair, is described, After crosses with double mutants

dispersed over the early region of T4, a linkage was observed with

the double mutant am4i:am42.

For more accurate location, crosses were made with single mutants.

Uvs73 proved to be located between mutants amC23 and OTIN81 in gene 41,

as shown by 3-point crosses. No genetic complementation with respect

to multiplicity reactivation was found between amN8i and uus79 after

co-infection of an su host. Apparently, mutant amN8i is disturbed as

to replication repair and, owing to its lack of DNA synthesis, also

in replication-dependent recombination repair. Consequently, the

product of gene 41 has a function additional to its RNA-primer

induction during replication of undamaged DNA. Presumably, the

product of gene 41 induces RNA primers opposite DNA regions con-

taining lesions. This capability is believed to be specifically

affected by the uvs73 mutation.

Introduction

Bacteriophage T4 is capable of multiplying when its DNA is damaged.

The 3 pathways for repair to enable a succesful infection cycle to be

completed under these conditions are the following.

(1) Excision repair, specific for the repair of UV-induced

pyrimidine dimers. The first step is an incision at the 5'-side of

the dimer by endonuclease V, the T4 gene den\l product. Then a.
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specific exonuclease releases about 8 nucleotides, including the dimer.

The resulting gap is closed by repair replication and ligation

(Harm, 1963; Oshima & Sekiguchi, 1972; Pawl et al., 1975).

(2) Replication-dependent recombination repair. By recombination

of undamaged parts of bacteriophage DNA, an intact chromosome is

reconsituted. At high multiplicities of infection this repair

mechanism is very powerful. It has been called multiplicity re-

activation (Nonn 6 Berqstein, 1977)- It is not specific for UV

damage» and several types of lesion can be repaired, including those

induced by DNA alkylation (Schneider et al., 1978), The genes

uvsW, uveX, uvsX, 58 and 59, which play a role in T*t recombination,

are involved. Because this type of repair is replication-dependent,

the genes essential for normal DNA replication are also required

(Maynard-Smith 6 Symonds, 1973).

(3) Replication repair. Non-essential mutants in this third

pathway (wys57, M V S 5 8 and uvs73) show a lower UV sensitivity than

do mutants in the other repair routes. The mutants show a lower

initial rate of DNA replication, and the DNA-rep1icat ing complex

remains attached to the cell membrane for a longer period (van

Minderhout S Grimbergen, 1976). Because investigation of the

relationship between DNA replication, DNA repair and recombination

of DNA, had demonstrated UV sensitivity of mutants in some essential

DNA replication genes (Baldy, 1970), we used mutants in the early

regions of Tk in crosses to locate the replication-repair mutant

wvs79.

Materials and methods

Phage and bacterial strains. The phage strains used are shown in

Table 1. Bacterial host Escherichia coli CR63 su -1 suppresses amber

mutations; Bsr was used as a suppressorless host.

General methods. Media, propagation of phage and bacteria,

crosses between phage strains, and measurement of UV survival were
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Table 1 The bacteriophage T4 single mutants used in the present

study. Compound mutants were constructed by crossing.

Strain

omN54

amH69

amA453

amN58

v8

if 51

amN116

C07B8S

opP5

amc23

Gene

31

63

32

34

rllA

rllA

39

56

40

41

Source

N. Symonds

R.S. Edgar

R.S. Edgar

S. Benzer

B, de Groot

R.S, Edgar

R.S. Edgar

B. de Groot

R, Russell

N. Symonds

Strain

uvs79

Ctm81

ami22

artElO

omA456

amc64

OT1E727

amB98

amE198

Gene

41

41

42

45

47

55

49

e

57

Source

L, van Minderhout

R.S. Edgar

R.S. Edgar

R.S. Edgar

R.S. Edgar

J.S. Wiberg

R.S. Edgar

B. de Groot

R.S. Edgar

f~
as described elsewhere (Adams, 1959; van Minderhout & Grimbergen,

1976).

Multiplicity reactivation. Phage suspensions of 3.1Cr/ml

were irradiated with UV, after which 0.1-ml samples were added to
o

0.15 ml bacteria (5.10 cells/ml) at a multiplicity of infection

(m.o.i.) of k, incubated for 10 minutes at 37°C, diluted and plated.

For complementation tests, 0.05-ml samples of both phage strains

were added to 0.15 ml bacteria (m.o.i. 2x2).

Results

The results presented here were obtained with the Jk replication-

repair mutant uus79. For approximate location, the mutant was

crossed with double amber mutants in two adjacent genes. In this

way, the early regions of T*f were screened. Were uvs79 linked to

certain ambers, the majority of the non-amber, progeny would be

UV-sensitive, which would result in a lower survival rate of
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UV-irradiated progeny in an su host compared with that in an su host.

In the absence of linkage, survival curves in both hosts would be

approximately identical to the curve of a 1:1 mixture of uvs79 and

MUS79+, No linkage ofuue79 was observed'among the progeny of crosses

w i t h double mutants am31:am63, am63:am32, am32;am3lt, am33:m5(>f

üm56:am'» 1 , amkSxam1*!, am^7:am5S, cmSS'.cmkVt anóam e:amS7 (Figure 1a) ,

Some linkage was found after crossing with the double mutant

emh\'.amkl (Figure 1b),

iff

10

T4um79\

25 50 75 50 75
UV Dose itiJ/m2

Fig. 1 Survival after UV irradiat ion of the progeny of crosses

between T4 MVS79 and double can mutants (Of in an su host;

• , in an su hos t ) .

a. A representative r e s u l t , showing no linkage between MUS79

and the double amber mutant am39:am56

b. Post- irradiat ion survival of the progeny of the cross

MV879 x Cö7ï41:am42.
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To obtain a- more accurate location, crosses were made with

single mutants in the vicinity of genes 41 and 42, The results

indicate that uvsJS is located near gene 41. The exact position of

MU879 was further investigated in 3-point crosses involving the two

ambers in gene 41, The first cross of this type was made between

we79 and the double mutant amC23:amN8i. If uvsJS is located outside

the marker mutations, either about 5% or about 95% of the single-

amber recombinants among the progeny of the cross would show the

UV-sensitivity of wva79. If wus79 is located between these markers,

the UV-sensitive fraction of the single amber recombinants may

approach 50$. Of this cross, 540 descendants were tested for the

presence of amber mutations; 26 of these (4.8%) appeared to be

single amber recombinants between amC23 and OTIN81, of the following

types: 9 were amC23+:uüs79+:amN8i (35*), 6 were amC23+'.MUs79:amN8l

(23%) and 11 were amC23:MVs79+:amN8i+ (42%); no amC23:uvs7S:amHÜ1+

recombinants were found. Either this last type of recombinant is

lethal or its amber phenotype is suppressed by the wvs79 mutation,

so that these recombinants are not distinguishable from the MVS79

parent. This question was not further investigated by genetic

analysis of the amber descendants of the cross.

The next cross was made between amC23 and a uus79:omN8i strain

obtained from the first cross. Two crosses were made, yielding 48

and 34 non-amber recombinants among 500 isolates per cross. The

non-amber recombinants were tested for UV sensitivity; the ratios of

uvs to uvs were 24:24 and 11:23 respectively. The results of the

two types of cross locate MDS79 between amC23 and amN8i, i.e. in

gene 41.

The location of mutations amC23 and amM8i with respect to

the surrounding genes, which appeared to be gene 58-61 and gene 40

rather than gene 40 and gene 42 (Hsiao 6 Black, 1978) was determined

by 3-factor crosses (Table 3). The frequencies of the outside

markers among the <zm4i recombinant class selected on E. aoli B

su showed the following clockwise location of the"markers on the map:
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Table 2 Recombination frequencies among the progeny of crosses

involving T4 uys79

Cross

amE219

amc23a

amNBl

opP5

X MVS79

x MU679

X MVS79

x wvs79

x MUS79

Recombination
frequency (%)

21

7.9

7.4

13.9

24

Number of crosses

1

3

3

3

1

Both wild-type and double mutants were scored; no double mutants were

detected among the progeny of the cross amC23 x MUs79.

canc23 has been described as an amber mutant in gene 41 that shows

some DNA synthesis in an au host (Davis & Symonds, 1974)

Table 3 3-factor crosses, involving amE219 (gene 58-61), amc23

(gene 41), 0MN81 (gene 41) and opP5 (gene 40)

Parent 1

omE219:amC23

amE219:amN81

amC23:opP5

amN81:opP5

Parent 2

x amN81

x CO71C23

x amN81

x amC23

amAl
recombinants (%)

3.3

3.6

3.1

3.0

Indicative
markers

amE219

amE219

<?pP5

opP5

Pres
am41

6

86

69

15

The amber character of E219 shows clearly at 20 C, but is not

detectable at 37°C (Mufti & Bernstein, 1974). 0pP5 does not multiply

in an su host at 42 C; at 37°C the gene-40 product is not essential,

and the mutant forms normal plagues (Hsiao & Black, 1978). The

presence of these markers among the am41 recombinants of the crosses

was determined by plating on an su~ host at the temperature in question.
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amE219, omC23, uv$79, amN8T and op?$. The location of wvs79 on the

basis of recombination distances was biased, since uvsJS appeared to

enhance recombination frequencies even when present in only one of

the parents. The enhancement was established by crosses with rllA

markers and with markers in the region where uvsJS is located (Table h)

As a consequence of the location of uvs79 in gene 41, the gene

41 product of M U S 7 9 should be so mutated as to induce UV sensitivity.

It may be expected that no complementation for UV repair will occur

in mixed infections of irradiated T4 UVS79 or other gene 41 mutants.

Multiplicity reactivation of uvsJS is lower than in Tk wild type

(van Minderhout & Grimbergen, 1976), and is presumed to be brought

about by the replication-repair deficiency of the wvs79 mutation.

It permits a complementation assay for multiplicity reactivation with

amber mutants in E. ooli su~. After co-infection of an au" host with

irradiated amN8i and uvsJS, survival was at a lower level than after

mixed infection of amB85 (gene 56) with uvsJS (Figure 2).

No genetic complementation occured between amN8i and uvslS; both

Table 4 Effect of the uvs!9 allele on recombination frequencies in

crosses. Both wild-type and double mutants were scored.

Cross

J?8 x 2*51

r8 x rsi:uys79

r8:MVs79 x r51:MVS79

amN81 x opps

amN81:MVs79 x opps

£Z7??N31 x opp5BW*yS79

CZftlNo1 ïUT}&79 X öPp5*MX7ff79

Recombination
frequencies (%)

1.8

2 . 8

3 . 5

11

18

16

22

Number of
crosses

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

'i
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I
60 120 180 240 300

UVDosein^/m?

Fig. 2 Results of the assay of complementation for multiplicity

reactivation between T4 mutants. T4 wild-type only (+) ;

UVS79 only ( x); uvs79+apjB85» {A) uus79+amN81 (o)

mutants are located in the same gene and appear to have a defect in

the same pathway for repair.

It was expected that - after infection of an su host at a low

multiplicity of infection and the avoidance of multiplicity

reactivation - amber mutants in gene '•I would be sensitive to UV as

the result of reduced replication repair. Owing to the low burst size

of amN8i in an su host, its UV sensitivity could not be determined.

The leaky mutant amC23 showed an increased sensitivity to UV in a
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suppressorless host (Table 5). The double mutant wüs79:omN8l produced

enough progeny to shovi its higher UV sensitivity compared with the

single mutant uvsJS. This enhanced UV sensitivity was also shown on

an su -1 host. It is not clear why this double mutant is leakier

than the single amN8t. Strain omNSi might contain additional mutations

which could further decrease DMA synthesis, but which were outcrossed

during the construction of uvs7S:amHB). Attempts to detect such

additional mutations in strain <zmN8l were not successful.

Table 5 Relative

Phage strain

T4 wild-type

T4amC23

T4OTTN81

T4UÜS79

T4wvs79:amN81

UV sensitivity and burst

sul host

Relative
burst size

1.00

0.59

0.49

0.77

0.29

Relative UV
sensitivity

1.00

1.00

1.04

1.43

1.67

size of T4 <

su host

Relative
burst size

1.00

0.26

0.002

0.86

0.019

gene 41 mutants

Relative UV
sensitivity

1.00

1.24

-

1.43

1.71

Discussion

Certain Ik genes involved in DNA replication, including gene 41,

are also involved in replication-dependent recombination repair. This

conclusion was drawn from the results of experiments on survival of

the mutant phenotype in crosses between heavily irradiated wild-type

Tl» and slightly irradiated mutant T*» (Maynard-Smith 6 Symonds, 1973).

Our results, which placed the site of uvslS in gene 'M, show that

gene h\ is involved in replication repair as well. The function of

gene 4l is only partially disturbed by the MVS79 mutation, because

normal DNA synthesis is not substantially affected (van Minderhout

et al., 1978). However, <zmN8i in gene ki does not replicate DNA in

A
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su~ hosts (Mufti 6 Bernstein, 197*0- Mutation uus79 is located

distal to omN8l with respect to the direction of transcription

(Jayaraman, 1972). Therefore, the truncated gene k\ product will not

contain the part of the enzyme necessary for its function in repli-

cation repair. This might imply the absence of intragenic complementa-

tion between amN8i and uvsfy with respect to their disturbance in

multiplicity reactivation. Apparently, amN8i is disturbed in two

functional aspects of the gene *»1 product, i,e. normal ONA

replication and replication repair, which might explain the enhanced

UV sensitivity of the double mutant wys79:amN8i in su hosts.

Besides the failure of replication repair, the absence of ONA

synthesis in su" hosts affects the conditions for replication-

dependent recombination repair.

The Ik gene 41 product has been identified as a nucieotidase

with an RNA-priming function in the synthesis of the lagging strand.

It might be a multifunctional enzyme because it also has a function

in leading-strand synthesis (Alberts et al., 1977; Liu et al., 1978).

This primer-inducing function may be analogous to that of the E. coli

dna G gene. A temperature-sensitive dna G mutant that is unable to

initiate Okazaki fragments at elevated temperatures shows no

post-replication repair under non-permissive conditions (Johnson,

1976). Post-replication repair involves the repair of gaps opposite

UV-induced dimers in newly synthesized daughter strands (Howard-

Flanders et al., 1968). The process can be subdivided into 5

branches. The effects of recA, uusD, exrA and recB mutations and

that of post-irradiation treatment with chloramphenicol decreased

survival after UV irradiation and reduced the extent of post-

replication repair (Pawl et al., 1975). Because post-replication

repair is completely absent from t-hecfoaG gene mutant, all branches

apparently depend on its presumed RNA-primer-inducing function.

We suggest that the RNA-primer-inducing function of the gene

k\ product is essential for replication repair in phage T*». Unlike

the dna G mutation, uvs73 does not stop DNA replication. This makes

' * • • - • -
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it likely that replication repair is dependent on a property of the

gene-^i product that is not a requirement for the replication of

undamaged DNA. We think it probable that this property involves the

synthesis of RNA primers opposite DNA regions containing

irregular structures. UvslS might have lost this capacity but is

still able to synthesize RNA primers opposite undamaged DNA. This

hypothesis is under investigation, especially because this type

of repair might also be responsible for UV mutagenesis in bacterio-

phage T^.
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Chapter 3

A BACTERIOPHAGE T4 MUTANT, DEFECTIVE IN BOTH DNA REPLICATION AND

REPLICATION REPAIR

Summary

The Th mutation uvsSl has been located between genes 56 and 58-61.

The presence of a novel gene, uvsZ, is postulated which contains

the M U S 5 7 locus. The mutation results in increased UV-sensit!vity,

caused by defective replication repair. The fidelity of DNA

replication is reduced, resulting in a higher reversion frequency

of an rll marker mutation.

At 25°C, T*t Mus57 shows an arrested DNA replication, a

decreased burst size and a lower recombination frequency between

marker mutations in crosses. De novo synthesized uvsSl DNA remains

attached to the host membrane at the restrictive temperature of

25°C. DNA synthesis is not arrested if the expression of late genes

is prevented by the addition of chloramphenicol or the presence

of an additional mutation in gene 55, preventing respectively

translation or transcription of late T4 genes.

From the UV-sensitivity of triple mutants, defective in

excision repair, recombination repair and replication repair, is

calculated that one pyrimidine dimer in each DNA strand is lethal.

It is concluded that these three pathways represent the total

repair capacity of bacteriophage Ik.

Introduction

Bacteriophage Tk carries the genetic information for three

alternative pathways for repair of damaged DNA.

I
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(1). Excision repair. Th endonuclease V recognizes pyrimidine dimers

in UV-irradiated DMA. The enzyme has a DNA glycosylase activity which

hydrolyzes the N-glycosylic bond between one of the dimerized

pyrimidines and the deoxyribose. Subsequently, DNA at the apyritnidinic

site is cleaved by an apyrimidinic endonuclease activity (Radany

( Friedbergv 1980; Demple & Linn, 1980; Seawel1 et al., 1980).

(2) Becorrbination repair. By recombination of undamaged parts of Th

DNA, an intact chromosome is compiled. Recombination repair requires

the presence of at least two phage chromosomes in one host cell.

If these are both damaged parental phage chromosomes, this type of

repair is called multiplicity reactivation. If only one chromosome

infects a host cell, recombination repair depends on prior

replication of the chromosome. j

Multiplicity reactivation depends on the products of genes 46, 47 and

uvsY (Holmes et al., 1980; Priemer & Chan, 1978; Nonn & Bernstein,

1977). Replication-dependent recombination repair also on genes

uvsW, uvsX and 58-61 (Hamlett 6 Berger, 1975) and on genes involved

in T4 DNA replication (Maynard-Smith 6 Symonds, 1973).

(3) Replication repair. The presence of a third pathway for repair

at UV- and methyl-methancsulfonate induced lesions has been proposed

by Ebisuzek! ~t al. (1975). In our laboratory, T4 mutants have

been isolated that are most likely affected in a third repair

pathway5 designated replication repair (van Minderhout & Grimbergen,

1976; van Minderhout et al., 1978). Replication repair appears

dependent on the activity of T4 gene 41 product that is also

involved in replication of undamaged DNA (Cupido et al., 1980).

A large number of T4 encoded proteins is involved in DNA replication.

The products of genes 32, 41, 43, 44, 45, 58-61 and 62 are all

essential for rapid and accurate in vitro replication (Liu et al.,

1978). In vivo the products of genes 39, 52 and 60, forming a type '

II isomerase, are necessary for initiation of DNA replication (Liu ;

et al., 1979; Stetler et al., 1979; Liu et al., 198O). Mutations in

genes 30 (polynucleotide ligase), 46 and 47 (exonuclease's) and



59 (product unknown) result in an arrest of DNA synthesis (Karam s

Barker, 1971; Shah 6 Berger, 1971; Uu et al., 1972). This implies

that the respective gene products function in the linear phase of

DNA replication but not in the initial, exponential phase.

Infection with these mutants under conditions of arrested DNA

synthesis produces very small burses. However, the UV-sensitivity

can be established and appears increased (Baldy, 1970; Wu et al.,

1976).

In this report the Jh mutant uvaSl will be characterized.

The mutation is supposed to be in a hitherto unknown gene and is

shown to cause an arrested DNA synthesis at 25°C and 30°C.

The isolation of uue57 has been reported by Van Minderhout & Grim-

bergen (1976).

Materials and methods

Phage and bacterial strains, Bacteriophage strains are listed in

Table 1, bacterial strains in Table 2. Multiple phage mutants were

constructed by crossing.

General techniques not detailed here, were employed as

described by Adams (1959).

Media . Bacteria were grown in L-broth containing \%

tryptone (Difco), 0.5% yeast extract (Difco) and 1* NaCI (pH 7.0)

or in M9 medium, suppleted with 0.6% glucose and 0.*t% casamino acids

(pH7.0).

Crosses. Bacteria were grown in L-broth to early exponential

phase, sedimented and resuspended in fresh medium at 10 cells per

ml. Phage were added at multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.) 5 for

each parent. After 10 minutes at 30°C, anti-T*» serum was added to

inactivate unadsorbed phage. After another 5 minutes the suspensions

were diluted 10 times to prevent the antiserum from inactivating

progeny phage. After 90 minutes the cell lysates were plated.
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Table 1 Bacteriophage

Strain

T4 D wild typt

*»375

i»8

*»51

omE51

MUS57

amHL627

amE219

uus79

amBL292

am denv

amy1Q

uvsx

T4 D strains

Mutated gene

-

pIIB

rllA

rllA

56

uvsZ

58-61

58-61

41

55

denV

uvsl

uvsx

Source

R.S. Edgar

J.P. Speyer

this laboratory

R.S. Edgar

R,S. Edgar

this laboratory

R.S, Edgar

R.S. Edgar

this laboratory

N. Symonds

this laboratory

N. Symonds

J.M. Boyle

Table 2 Eseherichia aoli strains

Stram

B phr>

K12 U)

Relevant phenotype

photoreactivation

deficient

not permissive for

T4 ril mutants

Source

W. Harm

H. Revel



Determination of UV-sensitivity. UV-irradiation was performed under
-2 ~1

a 30 W Hanovia lamp. The dose rate was 0,6 J.m .sec as determined

with potasslum-ferrioxalate actinometry (Hatchard 6 Parker, 1956).

Tk phage was absorbed and plated on a photoreactivation deficient

host or under 589 nm light. Bacteria were infected with multiplicity

lower than 0.1 - including UV-inactivated and viable phage - to

reduce multiplicity reactivation. Relative UV-sensitivities were

calculated from the slopes of the survival curves.

Determination of kinetics of DNA replication, measured as

the incorporation of H-thymidine in trichloroacetic acid (TCA)

precipitable material. Exponentially growing bacteria were sedimented

and resuspended at 10 cells per ml in M9 medium, UV-irradiated

with 1000 J.m" and incubated 5 minutes at 37°C to prevent

incorporation of H-thymidine in bacterial D.NA. Twenty /uq tryptophan

per ml were added to stimulate phage adsorption and 180 //g 2-deoxy

adenosine per ml to reduce thymidine metabolism. Cells were infected

with T*» at m.o.i. k at 30°C. H-Thymidine (the Radiochemical Centre,

Amersham) was added 1 minute after infection. Samples were taken

in 8% TCA, filtrated on Whatman GF/C, washed with TCA and rinsed

twice with ethanol. The dried filters were counted in a Philips

liquid scintillation counter using toluene with 8% PPO as scinti1lant.

If necessary chloramphenicol was added to a final concentration of

0.1 mg per ml.

Mg-sarcosyl crystal (M-band) technique. Bacteria were

infected with Ik at 25°C. Samples were taken 30 and 60 minutes after
infection. Cells were sedimented and resuspended in 15% sucrose in

1 M tris/HCl pH 7.5. Lysis was achieved by 8 minutes treatment at

0 C with 50 /Mg/mi lysozome and 10 mM EDTA, followed by addition of

to a final concentration of 7 mM. Crystals were sedimented

on a *»3& sucrose cushion according to the procedure described by

Earhart et al. in 1968.



Results

Mapping of uvs57. The mutation M V S 5 7 has been induced with hydroxylamine

in Ik am den\l and isolated as strain with enhanced UV-sensitivity.

Additional mutations were removed by five crossings with wild type T*f,

using UV-sensitivity as criterion for the presence of «vs57 in the

progeny. Two-factor crosses revealed linkage between wys57 and mutations

in gene 58-61. Three-factor crosses between uus57 and two markers in

58-61 were used to test whether uus57 was located within gene 58-61.

This procedure has been pointed out previously (Cupido et al., 1980).

From the progeny of the cross between the double mutant amHL627:wys57

and the single mutant amE219 (Figure 1) twelve non-amber isolates

were tested for UV-sensitivity. All isolates appeared MI'S57 .

The most likely order of the mutations is therefore uus57, amKL627

and am E21$.

From the progeny of a second cross - between an?HL627:uvsS7

and amE51 in gene 56 - ten non-amber isolates were tested for UV-

sensitivity. Two isolates were wvs57 and eight were wvs57 • From

the progeny of the reciprocal cross between amHl627 and amE51:uus57

also ten non-amber isolates were tested: one appeared uus57 and

nine were M V S 5 7 mutants. Therefore, uus57 appears located between

amE51 and <zmHL627 in the proximity of amHL627.

gene ^ transcription
56 gene 58-61

am E 51 uvs57 amHL627 am E 219

Fig. 1 Part of the genomic map of phage T4 showing the region

containing the MUS57 mutation. The map distances in %

recombination are: antESl - wvs57 5.4 (a), amE51 - amHL627

8.9 (b), UVB57 - amHL627 1.8 (a) and amHL627 - amE219 11.9 (b)

(a) averaged from three crosses

(b) from Mufti a Bernstein (1974)
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No markers were available for a more accurate mapping of

the uvs57 mutation, therefore it was not possible to determine by

mapping whether uvs57 is located in gene 58-61 or in an adjacent gene.

This question was further analyzed by comparing the phenotypes of

M U S 5 7 and amHL627.

Multiplication of uvsS? at different temperatures. Jk amHL627 grows

well at 37°C on a su host, but phage production is decreased at

20-25°C (Mufti S Bernstein, 197*0. Mutant wys57 is even more

inhibited at 2Q°C and 25°C (Table 3).

Table 3 Burst sizes on E.coli B su

20°C 25°C 37°C

100

4

13

134

28

92

297

118

166

wild type

uosSl

omHL627

Influence of uvsS? on recombination of rllA markers. In crosses

between phage strains carrying mutations in gene 58-61, recombination

between rll markers is increased 2-9 fold (Mufti & Bernstein, 197̂ 4;

Hamlett 6 Berger, 1975)- Similar experiments using rIJA:uus57 double

mutants do not show increased recombination between vll markers

(Table k). The decrease at 25°C and 30°C in the crosses where both

parents carry the uus57 mutation is accompanied by a reduced

burst-size.

Sensitivity to UV-irradiation. In Table 5 the UV-sensitivity of

various Jk strains is given. Both wus57 and amHL627 show increased

UV-sensitivity. The double mutant wys57:amHL627 is more sensitive than

the single mutants. The introduction of wus57 in the double repair

deficient strain am denM'.am y results in a further increase of

UV-sensitivity.
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Table 4

r51

r51

r51

*>51

:uve+

+

;MVS57

:MUS57

Influence of

X

X

X

X

vBiuvs

vQ-.uosSl
+

F8:wus57

w>s57 on recombination

25°C

A

0.92

0.82

0.76

0.37

B

112

77

81

45

of VII

30°C

A

1.80

1.41

1.19

0.57

marker

B

154

84

104

24

mutations

37°C

A

2.16

2.21

2.20

1.75

B

282

124

147

88

A; recombination frequency (%)

B: burst size

Fidelity of DNA replication. Mufti £ Bernstein (1974) showed that

amber mutations in gene 58-61 are mutagenic, causing both an increase

in base-substitutions and the formation of deletions and insertions.

The influence of uvsSl on the fidelity of DNA replication was

investigated by comparing r375 reversion rates in r375:uvs57 double

mutants and in 2»375:wys57+ strains at 37°C. r375 reversion rates in

r375:wus57 isolates varied between 1.7.10"'' and 390.10~7 with an

average value of 86.2 £ 104.10 . Reversion frequencies in r375:wus57+

isolates were between 0.7.10 ' and 1.1.10 , with an average of

4.9 ± 3.6.10 , thus the presence of uvs57 causes a 17-fold increase.

The data were averaged from 16 and 13 independent isolates res-

pectively and were significantly different (P<0.01, Student's t-test).

Kinetics of DNA replication. The influence of various temperatures

on the DMA replication of uvsSl and M U S 5 7 + has been compared

(Figure 2). At 37 C, the replication of uus57 is at the same rate as

in wild type, but shows an arrest at 30°C and more distinctly so at

25 C am HL627 however, a a shown by Yegian et al. (1971) has a slower

initial rate of DNA replication approximating wild type level later after

infection (Figure 3). In a mixed infection of a su' host at 25°C, both

i'i

I)
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Table 5 UV sensitivities of T4 strains. The values are averaged from

at least three survival curves. The shaoe of the UV-survival

curve of uVS 57 at 37°C is identical to that of uvs 79

(Cupido et al.f 1980). Relative UV-sensitivities are

calculated from the ratios between the slopes of the

exponential part of the curves from wild type at 37°C

and the appropriate strain at the temperature indicated.

strain temperature:

wild type

uvs 57

am y

uvsx
OTJHL627

am denv

uvs57-.am y

uvs57iuvsx

wus57:amHL627

am y.am denv

uvsxiam denv

uvsSliam y.am denv

uvs57'.uvsXiam denv

25°C

Ï.07

1.62

1.68

1.69

1.65

N.D. (a)

N.D. (a)

W.D. (a)

1.82

3.14

3.13

5.42

5.53

37°C

ïïöö
1.34

1.48

1.50

1.55

2.22

1.78

1.88

1.75

2.83

2.74

4.86

4.45

(a) not determined
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20 40 60 80 100 120 20 40 60 80 100 120
incubation, min

Fig. 2 Effect of various temperatures on DNA replication rates of

wild type T4 (a) and T4 wvs57 (b). Replication rate at

25°C (•), 30°C (X) and 37°C (O).

single mutants do complement each other to wild type level, which

is a strong indication that uus57 and amHl.627 are located in separate

genes.

Although uus57 is located in a region of the T*» genome that

contains early genes, its effect on DNA replication is expressed

later in infection. To test whether the arrest of DNA synthesis in

mutant uvsSl requires the expression of late genes, protein

synthesis was inhibited at various times after infection. It was

found that addition of chloramphenicol between 6 and *»0 minutes

after infection at 25°C prevented the arrest of DNA synthesis

(Figure k). Another way to preclude expression of late genes is

to introduce a mutation in gene 55» that prevents the modification

of RNA polymerase necessary for transcription of late messenger

RNA (Bolle et al., 1968). The DNA synthesis of double mutant

uvs57:amBL292 does also not show an arrest at 25°C.
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40 60 80
incubation, min

f

Fig. 3 Complementation between OOTHL627 and UVS57 for DNA replication.

T4 DNA replication in E. aoli su~ at 25°C, of OT7HL627 (O),

uVsSl (•) and a mixed infection of 0MHL627 and UVsSl (D) .

M.O.I.'s were 4, 4 and 2x2 respectively. It is also shown

that affiHL627 has a delayed onset of replication while UVS51

replication is arrested. Complementation is at wild type

level (compare with figure 2).

Release of progeny DNA from the host cell membrane. In T4 infected

E. aoli, parental and progeny phage DNA molecules were shown to be

attached to the cell membrane throughout the eclipse period (Earhart,

1970). Thereafter, phage DNA becomes detached from the cytoplasmic

membrane during phage maturation (Siegel £ Schaechter, 1973). We

used the magnesium-sarcosyl crystals or M-band technique (Earhart,

1968) to examine the association of T*» UVsSl DNA with the host cell

membrane. At 37 C, no difference is visible between membrane

association of wild type and uvsSl DNA. At 25°C, a large portion of

the DNA is membrane-bound 30 minutes after infection. Between 30 and

60 minutes after infection wild type DNA is detached from the host
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20 40 60 80 100 120
incubation, min

Fig. 4 Effect of CAM and an am55 mutation on the arrested DNA

replication of uus57. DNA replication on E.. ooli su at

25°C of UUS57 (0), uUS57:amBL292 (gene 55,D) and UVSSI

after addition of 0.1 mg/ml CAM 24 minutes after infection (•)

membrane, whereas most of the uvs57 DNA remains attached (Figures

5 a and b)•

Discussion

Using classical genetic techniques, the mutation wüs57 in

bacteriophage Ik has been located between amE51 (in gene 56) and

amHI_627 (in gene 58-61). The results of the crosses suggest that

M V S 5 7 is not located in gene 56 but close to gene 58-61. Although

several similarities exist between the phenotypes of wus57 and mutants

in gene 58-61 (e.g. effects on UV-sensitivity, mutagenicity and
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Fig. 5 Association of wild type (a) and uosSl (b) DNA with the

host membrane. Lysis was 30 minutes (0) and 60 minutes (•)

after infection at 25 C. Membranes, associated with replica-

ting T4 DNA form complexes with Mg-sarcosyl crystals.

These crystals are sedimented on a 43% sucrose cushion

giving the peak in fractions 4, 5 and 6, the M-band. In

panel a it is shown that 60 minutes after infection most

of the wild type DNA is detached from the membrane and

therefore sediments slower. In panel b it is shown that

uus57 DNA remains attached to the membrane and is recovered

in the M-band when bacteria are lysed 60 minutes after

infection.
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affected DNA replication at decreased temperature), further

investigations revealed a number of important differences:

1. wus57 shows an arrested DNA synthesis at 25°C, whereas OT)HL627

has a DNA delay phenotype

2. Co-infect ion of a su host with uvsS'J and amHLdZ7 at 25°C results

in complementation for DNA synthesis.

3- Recombination, measured between vll mutants; is decreased by

uvs57, while 58-61 mutants increase the frequency of recombination.

The reduced burst-sizes and recombination frequencies could result

from a smaller intracellular pool of T^ DNA molecules, caused by

the wys57 deficiency. Thus, uus57 does not necessarily alter a

gene product that is directly involved in the process of DNA

recombination.

1». The double mutant uvsSl'.amWi. 627 is more sensitive to UV-irradiation

than the single amHL627 mutant. wvs57 is located distal to

amWL 627 with respect to direction of transcription (Wood & Revel,

1976) (Figure 1). If uüs57 were located within gene 58-61, the

truncated gene 58-61 product in uus57:omHL627 infections of su

hosts would not contain the uus57 mutation. UV-sensitivity is

enhanced, obviously the uvsS7 mutation is expressed while gene

58-61 is not.

Uvs57 might be located in gene 56. This seems improbable,

however, since mutations in gene 56 do not increase Ik UV-sensitivity

(Baldy, 1970). Moreover, DNA replication is absent in bacteria

infected with gene 56 mutants and is complemented in a mixed infection

of a su at 25 C of strains amE51 and uus57 (data not given). It is

not clear from the T*» restriction map from O'Farreil et al.(1980)

how many basepairs separate gene 56 and gene 58-61. We assume that

the location of genes 56 and 58-61 does not exclude the presence of

an additional gene in the same region. We postulate the presence of

a novel gene uvsZ, containing the uvs57 locus, located between genes

56 and 58-61 in phage T4. The designation uvsl will be used furtheron

for convenience.
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üus57 has genetically been purified, using UV-sensitivity as a

criterion. One of the most striking properties of this mutant is the

reduced burst-size at lower temperatures. A large number of cold-

sensitive mutants has been isolated previously by Scotti (1968).

These mutants are located in clusters on the T̂ t map, the main

cluster being located around the presumed location of uvsl.

DNA-delay mutants are also cold-sensitive (Mufti 6 Bernstein, 197*0 •

One explanation for cold-sensitivity is the dependence of T^

on a host-structure or -function that allows mutants to replicate

at 37°C but not at 25°C. McCarthy (1979) showed this function to be

the host gyrase activity for DNA-delay mutants in genes 39, 52 and

60. These mutants appear very sensitive to perturbation of the

composition of the host membrane (Huang, 1979). The structure of

this membrane at 25°C is more rigid than at 37°C

E. aoli gyrase might be more dependent on the favourable structure of

the membrane at 37 C than TA topoisomerase II, coded by TA genes 39.

52 and 60.

Our attempts to prove a compensating role of the host dnaG

gene product for the deficiency in T*» <2m58-6i mutants have been

unsuccessful sofar. f/ys57 grows well on dnaZ, dnaO and dna& host

strains at their restrictive temperature. Absence of growth in one

of these hosts would have provided evidence for a host activity

compensating the deficiency of T4 UVS57•

An alternative explanation is that the mutated uvsZ product

can not function in the more rigid membrane at 25 C, causing the

arrest of DNA synthesis. This hypothesis could be tested by the method

described by Huang (1979). Another possibility is that the gene

product itself is structurally changed at 25°C resulting in

inactivation. This hypothesis awaits the development of an assay for

Tk uvsZ activity.

Uvs57 has pleiotropic effects similar to mutations in genes

*»6, i»7, 59, uostf, and uvsS. These strains exhibit an arrest in DNA

synthesis which is restored by the addition of chioramphenicoi or by
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the presence of a second mutation In gene 55 (Shah £ Berger, 1971;

Wu et al., 1972; Cunningham £ Berger, 1977). These genes function

together with uvs\l in the same repair pathway as determined by

the epistatic nature of their UV-sensit«vities (Hamlett £ Berger,

1975). UvaZ is involved in another pathway since strains uvs57:uvsX

and uvs57',<m y are more sensitive to UV than single mutants and

the uvsl mutation appears not to affect directly DNA recombination.

The recombination repair mutants do not form multiple length con-

catenated DNA molecules, that are the templates for late DNA

replication by affecting a recombinational process,

'/i's57 might affect another step involved in both replication of

damaged DNA and late replication of intact DNA that is dispensable

during early DNA replication, leading to the same pleiotropic

effects as is shown by the recombination repair mutants.

The presence of a gene 55 mutation or the addition of chloramphenicol

prevents the expression of genes responsible for the formation of

concatemers and inhibition of early DNA replicctos from unit length

templates. This results in a continuous early DNA synthesis.

The repair capacity for UV-damage of Jk strains can be

calculated from their UV inactivation rates. A UV dose that induces at

the average one lethal hit per phage, corresponds to a surviving

fraction of e (0.37). In wild type T4, 5.1 dimers per single DNA

strand cause one lethal hit (van Minderhout, 1976). The UV-

sensitivities of T*» strains that are distributed in all three

repair mechanisms - likeam denV:om y.uvsSl - are 5.4 compared to

wild type. Apparently one dimer in each single DNA strand is a

lethal hit to these strains. It appears that the three repair

pathways (excision repair, recombination repair and replication

repair) are responsible for the entire repair of UV-induced lesions

by phage Ik.
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Chapter k

ERROR-PRONE DNA REPAIR IN BACTERIOPHAGE

Introduction

in bacteriophage Ik, several gene products influence the spontaneous

mutation rate by affecting the accuracy of DNA replication or by

affecting recombination of DNA (Mufti & Bernstein, 197*»; Watanabe

S Goodman, 1978; Mufti, 1979).

Some of these functions also influence the extent of ultraviolet

light-induced mutagenesis (Yarosh, 1978; Yarosh et al., 1980; Mufti,

1980). Mutagenesis in phage T̂ t is thought to occur by two mechanisms:

(i) directly through erroneous base-selection and mispairing and

(ii) indirectly, by incorrect repair of damaged DNA (Drake £ Baltz,

1976). UV-induced thymine dimers in T*» DNA produce primarily frameshift

mutants and G-C to A-T transitions. The transitions apparently do not

occur at the sites of the thymine dimers (Meistrich 6 Drake, 1972).

This implicates induction of mutations by incorrect repair of UV-

damaged DNA. Ik mutagenesis is not reduced by the host reoA mutations

(Ripley £ Drake, unpublished results).

Therefore, the level of UV-mutagenesis in Ik depends on repair

processes encoded by the phage itself.

In T*», three pathways for DNA repair have been established:

excision repair, recombination repair, and replication repair.

Excision repair, dependent on the gene denV product, occurs by direct

excision of the dimer from the DNA and appears error-free (Meistrich

S Drake, 1972). Recombination repair in Jk phage was shown to be

error-prone by Drake (1973) and Green S Drake (1971*).

Two recombination repair pathways are present in T^-infected bacteria,

multiplicity reactivation and replication-dependent recombination repair.
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Multiplicity reactivation occurs after multiple infection of bacteria

with several damaged phage particles, yielding at least one DNA

molecule free of damage. It is independent of DNA replication and

appears error-free (Yarosh et al., 1980; Holmes et al., 1980).

Replication-dependent recombination repair occurs after replication

of thymine dimer-containing Ik DNA in both multiple and single

Infected bacteria. It is supposed to be analogous to postreplication

recombinational repair in E. aoli , i.e. recombination between

damaged parental strands and daughter strands that contain gaps

(Ganesan, 1971»; Holmes et al., 1980). This pathway might well be

the error-prone type of recombination repair. Multiplicity

reactivation and replication-dependent recombination repair are

controlled by genes 30, *»6, kjt 58-61, uvsW, uvsX and UVBY, that

are also involved in general recombination of Ik DNA (Hamlett S

Berger, 1975; Nonn S Bernstein, 1977; Priemer 6 Chan, 1978; Holmes

et al., 1980).

Replication repair has been established recently as a separate

pathway in Ik, and little is known about its accuracy (van Minderhout

& Grimbergen, 1976; van Minderhout et al., 1978). One particular

mutant that is affected in this pathway, wys79, has been localized

in gene ^1, encoding an RNA primer-indue ing enzyme that catalyzes

the initiation of Okazaki-fragments and has an additional role in

synthesis of the leading strand (Alberts et al., 1977; Liu et al.,

1978). The uvsJS mutation reduces replication repair, but does not

affect replication of undamaged DNA, in contrast to other mutations

in gene *»1. The altered gene product in mutant uvs79 is possibly

incapable to perform a priming reaction that is specific for

replication repair, i.e. the synthesis of RNA primers opposite

non-coding DNA lesions (Cupido et al., 1980).
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Materials and methods

Phag& and bacterial strains. T4D ^(gene denV) and uvsX were

originally from W. Harm, am N122 (gene 42) from the collection of

R.S. Edgar, Am B98 (gene e) and uvslS (gene 41) are hydroxylamine

induced mutants isolated in this laboratory.

Multiple mutants were constructed by crossing. The introduction of

am B98 in strain uvsX was hampered by the presence in uvsX of two

mutations that affect mutability, km and pa:. Hm is located near gene

e and enhances spontaneous and induced mutability; pa; is in gene

uvsX, between genes 41 and 42 and causes enhanced UV-sensitivity and

reduced mutability (Drake, 1973).

We crossed strain uvsX with a double mutant am H)22tam B98.

Am N122 '.am B98 strains were isolated from the progeny by means of a

recombination spot test (Adams, 1959).

Since gene 42 is near pa; and gene e is near hm, these isolates are

supposed to contain px and am B98 but not hm. The presence of pa: was

determined by measuring the UV-inactivation rate, the absence of hm

was not determined. One of the isolated strains was crossed with

v.iam N122 and uvs~}3:am N122 double mutants and am N122 :am B98

isolates showing increased UV-sensitivity compared to both parents

were considered to be px:v*:am B98 and px:uvs79:am B98 respectively.

As bacterial strains were ussd E. coli BD and E. ooli CR63, a K12

su -1 strain.

Irradiation and plating of phage. Phage particles were irradiated

with an UV-fluence of 0.6 J.m .sec at 10 particles per ml

M9 medium (Adams, 1959) containing \% glucose and 0.4% casamino

acids. The optical density at 254 nm was 2.56, giving an effective

dose rate of 0.1 J.m"2.sec"1 (Wulff, 1963).
Q

Phage were plated on a lawn containing 10 exponentially growing

bacteria at a maximum multiplicity of 0.1 phage particles per

bacterium. At this multiplicity the effect of multiplicity reactiva-

tion was negligible. Photoreactivation was avoided by plating under
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dim yellow 1ight.

Results and discussion

The accuracy of replication repair has been investigated using

UV-induced reversion of the am B98 mutation as a reference. Am

is situated in gene e, for endolysine. Endolysine resolves the

bacterial membrane to release the intracellular phage and is

supposed to be neutral with respect to DNA repair.

Reversion of am B98 is strongly stimulated by UV-irradiation: an
-2 -3

UV-fluence of 120 J,m , yielding a surviving fraction of 4.10 ,

results in a 40-fold increase of the reversion rate, from 6,5.10

to 2.8.10 (Figure 1). In a strain deficient in an error-prone |

repair pathway, less reversions are expected-. Therefore, am B98 I

reversion rates were determined using phage derivatives deficient

in either one of the known T4 repair pathways. The effect of

multiplicity reactivation was reduced in all experiments by

infecting the bacteria with a multiplicity lower than 0.1.

In a strain carrying the pa; mutation, a reduced level of both

spontaneous and induced revertant rates is shown (Figure 1). The

reduced spontaneous revertant frequency is unexpected but the

reduced UV-induced revertant rate is in accordance with previous

results from Drake (1973) and Green & Drake (1974), with r marker

mutations.

The am B98 reversions still induced in strain px:am B98 could

result either from an incomplete block of recombination repair or

from the presence of another error-prone repair pathway. To

distinguish between the two possibilities, multiple repair deficient

am B98 derivatives were constructed, in which only one of the three \

phage repair pathways is operative. In the strain that could only

perform excision repair, the am B98 mutation could not be reverted ;

(Figure 2), confirming that the excision repair pathway is error-free ~

(Meistrich 6 Drake, 1972). Both the strains v*:uvs7S'.am B98 and |i
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24 68 72
UV-dose |J.m"2)

Fig. 1 Am B98 reversion rates after UV-irradiation in T4 can B98iiws (+)

and in double niutantswith T4y. (no excision repair, V) ,

T4 par (no recombination repair, • ) , and T4 uus79 (no replication

repair, O ) . Relative UV-sensitivities of the phage strains

are: uos = 1.0, v. = 2.4, pa; = 1.6 and uvs!9 = 1.45

Vy'px'.am B98, performing only replication-dependent recombination

repair and only replication repair respectively, show spontaneous

and UV-induced am B98 reversions.

Spontaneous and UV-induced reversion frequencies in am B98 are

rather high for an amber mutation. This holds also for the uvs
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Fig. 2 Am B98 reversion rates after UV-irradiation of T4 triple

mutants with px:uvs79 (only excision repair expressed, V),

T4v.:uvs79 (only recombination repair, • ) , and in T4u.:px

(only replication repair, O ) . UV-doses are lower than in

Figure 1 as the UV-sensitivities of the double uvs mutated

strains are higher. Relative sensitivities are:

px'.uvs79 = 3.6, y.:MUs79 = 3 . 0 and v^.px = 3.6

derivatives of am B98 with the exceptions of px:am B98 and

px:uvs73:am B98. Since lysozyme is a late gene, its high revertant

frequency might result from selection for revertants on the plates.
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Another possible explanation for the rather high am B98 reversion

rate is the presence of an additional mutation that enhances the

mutability of the strain and which has been lost during the

construction of strains px-.am B98 and px:uvs73;am B98.

These possibilities will be further investigated.

If strains px',am B98 and px:uvs73:am B98, showing "he same

low level of spontaneous cmb&v revertants are compared (Figures 1

and 2 ) , the presence of wvs79 appears to abolish UV-induced am B98

reversion. This indicates that uus79 affects an error-prone repair

pathway, which agrees with the supposition that bypass of pyrimidine

dimers via RNA primers occurs during replication repair (Cupido et

al,, 1980).

Several T*» genes, primarily involved in DNA replication, appear

to control the level of induced mutagenesis in phage T^ (Mufti,

1980). In strains that carry the mutations ts B20 (DNA llgase),

ts CB87 or ts CB120 (DNA polymerase), the level of induced mutagenesis

is reduced at the semi-restrictive temperature of 31 C (Drake &

Greening, 1970; Bernstein et al., 1976; Yarosh, 1978; Yarosh et al.f

1980). At 31°C, DNA is replicated at a reduced rate in these Jh

strains, which might cause the lower level of induced mutagenesis by

a relatively rapod removal of the lesions by error-free excision

repair, or a relatively more efficient 3'-5' correxonuclease activity

that is not affected by the ts mutations (Gill in 5 Nossal, 1976).

It might be of interest to test in strains without error-free repair,

whether the accuracy of error-prone repair is influenced by DNA

ligase or DNA polymerase.
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Chapter 5

BYPASS OF PYRIMIDINE DIMERS IN REPLICATION REPAIR OF BACTERIOPHAGE

Jk DNA: RE-INITIATION OF DNA REPLICATION BY INDUCTION OF PRIMER-RNA

Summary

Replication repair is a third pathway for repair of UV-damaged T*»

DNA and depends on the following functions: RNA-priming protein

(gene *»1), a yet unidentified function coded by gene uvsZ and

polynucleotide ligase (gene 30). The substrates for this repair

process are not the pyrimidine dimers themselves, but gaps in newly

replicated DNA which originate from the duplication of damaged

template DNA. The gaps are filled during replication repair, a

process which generates repair-intermediate DNA molecules that are

sensitive to heating and RNase. In a later stage these intermediates

serve as template for DNA that is resistant to RNase.

The replication repair pathway is presumed to occur through the

following steps:

1. Induction of RNA primers in gaps between daughter strand fragments,

opposite the dimers in the parental strand

2. Elongation of the RNA-primers by DNA polymerase

3- Ligation of daughter strand fragments, without removal of the

RNA-primers

*•. The repaired daughter strands, which still carry short RNA

sequences, serve as native template for normal DNA replication.
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Intrnduction

Bacteriophage T*» has genetic information for three separate pathways

for repair of damaged DNA: the major pathway in singly infected cells

is excision repair that is specific for the removal of UV-induced

pyrïmidine dimers (Sekiguchi et al., 1970; Radany 6 Friedberg, 1980).

The second pathway is repair through recombination of undamaged

regions of unreplicated or replicated DNA molecules, designated as

multiplicity reactivation or as replication-dependent recombination

repair respectively. Multiplicity reactivation involves recombination

of several damaged phage chromosomes after multiple infection of

a common host cell. Replication-dependent recombination repair occurs

also in singly infected bacteria and is analogous to postrepiicat ion

recombinational repair in E. aoli, i.e. recombination between damaged

parental DNA and newly synthesized DNA (Ganesan, 197**; Hamlett £

Berger, 1975). Recombination repair is less specific than excision

repair and reduces not only the effect of UV radiation but also that

of X-rays, P decay, nitrous acid and alkylating agents (Harm, 1958;

Symonds & Ritchie, 1961; Nonn & Bernstein, 1977; Schneider et al.,

1978).

Ebisuzaki et al. (1975) described the isolation of two Ik mutant

strains, mmsl and rnmsS, which are sensitive both to methyl-methanesul-

fonate and UV-irradiation. These mutant strains are assumed to be

affected in a third phage encoded repair pathway. In our laboratory,

mutant strains M U S 5 7 , M U S 5 8 and uvs73 have been isolated which might

also be affected in a third repair pathway. When these mutations are

introduced by crossing into double mutants, already deficient in

both excision repair and recombination repair, the triple mutants

obtained are more UV-sensitive than either one of the parental

strains (van Minderhout 6 Grimbergen, 1976).

The repair pathway affected in the newly isolated mutants was

designated as replication repair since these mutants further depress

the level of arrested DNA replication of a gene 5'j mutant and since

this pathway was supposed to be a property of the normal DNA

•;£!
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replication complex with respect to the adaptation to irregularities

in the template (van Minderhout et al., 1978).

The mutations are located in a region of the Jk genome, that is

known to be involved in DNA replication. The uvs57 mutation has been

located between genes 56 and 58-61 where a hitherto undescribed gene,

uvaZ, is postulated (Cupido et al., in press). Mutation uva 79 has

been located in gene 41 (Cupido et al,, 1980). This gene encodes

a single-stranded DNA dependent GTPase and ATPase that increases

the rate at which the replication fork moves through the double

helical DNA template and simultaneously interacts with the gene

58-61 protein to synthesize the pentaribonucleotides that initiate

Okazaki pieces (Alberts et al., 1977; Liu & Alberts, 1980, 1981).

The observation that the gene 41 protein participates in

replication repair justifies the assumption that re-initiation of

DNA synthesis takes place in gapped daughter strands, possibly

after induction of short RNA primers opposite the damaged regions

in the template.

The present report deals with the physical analysis of DNA

formed during replication of UV-irradiated templates. Data obtained

from sedimentation analysis show that short daughter strand

fragments become joined into longer DNA molecules during the action

of the replication repair pathway.

Materials and methods

Phage and bacterial strains. T4D amdenV, deficient in excision

repair, Jk uvs57 and wus79, both with defective replication repair,

are hydroxylamine-induced mutant strains isolated in our laboratory

(van Minderhout et al., 1974; van Minderhout 6 Grimbergen, 1976).

Jk am j/jQ, deficient in recombination repair, was obtained from

dr. N. Symonds, Ih am H39» a ligase mutant, was received from

dr. R.S. Edgar. Phage strains carrying multiple mutations were con-

structed by crossing and isolated by selection for increased
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UV-sensitivity, Eseheriahia ooli B phr (Harm & Hi Ilenbrandt, 1962)

obtained from dr. W. Harm was used as bacterial host strain.

VV-irradiation ofphage.Jk particles were irradiated under a 30 W

Hanovia lamp at a concentration of 10 particles per ml M9 medium

(Adams, 1959) containing U glucose and 0.M casamino acids (Difco).
-2 -1The UV-fluence was 0.6 J.m .sec as determined by potassium

ferrioxalate actinometry (Hatchard & Parker, 1956).

Preparation of radioisotope tabelled T4 DNA. Exponentially growing
3bacteria were sedimented and resustended at 10 cells per ml M9

medium containing )% glucose, Q.^% casamino acids, 0.1 M tryptophan

and 0.7 mM 2-deoxydenosine. The cell suspensions wore UV-irradiated

with 1000 J.m" and incubated 5 minutes at 37°C to stop bacterial

DNA synthesis. These bacteria were infected with T^ at 30°C at

multiplicity 0.5 to reduce multiplicity reactivation. During various

intervals, 20 ft C\ 5~methyl-( H)-thymidine per ml of culture were

added (the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham). Incorporation of

( H)-thymidine was stopped by addition of 0.2 mg per ml cold

thymidine (a 3000-fold excess). Phage DNA replication was terminated

by the addition of 20 /ug per ml sodium azide immediately followed

by quenching in ice. Cell lysis and phenol-extraction of DNA was

according to Smith (1967)-

Preparation of endonualease V extracts and incubation of UV-irradiated

DNA with endonuclease V was done as described by van Minderhout et

al. (1979).

Sucrose gradient sedimentation. Linear sucrose gradients contained

0.1 M NaOH, 0.9 M NaCI and 1 mM EDTA. The tubes were centrifuged in

a Beckmann L2-50B, rotor SW 27-1 at 18^00 rpm for 16 hours.

Approximately 25 fractions of 0.7 ml were collected in tubes con-

taining 2.5 ml 8% TCA solution. The precipitated DNA was collected

on Whatmann GF/C filters which were washed once with 5% TCA, twice

with ethanol and dried. Filters were counted in an LKB 1215 RackBeta

liquid scintillation counter, using toluene with 8% PPO as a



scintillant.

Inaubabion of DNA with RNaae. ( H)-labelled T*» DNA, prepared as

described above, was mixed with caesiumsulphate to a final concen-

tration of 28% CVv) and subsequently sedimented for 60 hours in a

*tQ-rotor at 360Q0rpm at 8°C. Fractions containing radioactive DNA

were pooled and dialyzed against SSC (150 mM NaCl and 15 mM sodium-

citrate, pH 7.'t). Gentle phenol-extraction of DNA and denaturation

in 0.1 M NaOH followed by step-wize neutralisation were done

according to Van der Schans et al. (1969).

To 0.75 ml solution, containing + 0.5 mg DNA, were added 100 ,ng

RNase A or 1000 units RNase T1 (Boehringer, Mannheim). The mixture

was incubated for two hours at 37°C, prior to sucrose gradient

sedimentation.

Labelling of Okazaki pieces was according to Kurosawa s Okazaki

(1975).

Results

In order to analyze replication repair properly, the replication of

damaged Jk DNA has to be monitored under circumstances where other

repair pathways are absent as much as possible. Therefore,

experiments were done by infection of E. coli B phr with repair

deficient can denViam y phage that were irradiated with different

UV-doses. The infected bacteria were lysed at 15 minutes after

infection and the lysates were sedimented on alkaline sucrose

gradients. The sedimentation velocity of de novo synthesized DNA

appeared inversely proportional to the recieved UV-dose (Fig. 1).

Apparently newly synthesized DNA becomes more discontinuous when

an increasing amount of damage is present in the template strand.

The number of DNA fragments per unit lenght, is proportional to

the UV-dose given to the infecting phage (Fig. 2).

When the bacteria were lysed at 25 minutes instead of 15 minutes
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fraction number
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Fig. 1 Alkaline sucrose gradient sedimentation of newly replicated

DNA from UV-irradiated phage. T4 am denViam y was irradiated

before infection with 9 ( d ) , 18 ( o) , 27 (A) or 36 J.m~ (•)

respectively. The peaks correspond with average molecular

weights of 27, 16, 11 and 8 Mdal respectively. The solid

arrow shows the position of DNA isolated from T4 phage

particles (60 Mdal), the open arrow the position of DNA from

cells infected with unirradiated phage. Sedimentation is from

the right to the left in all figures.
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UV-dose(J.m"2)

Fig. 2 Number of fragments per unit length of DNA as function of the

UV-dose given to the template DNA. The number of fragments

was calculated by dividing the molecular mass of intact

single-strand T4 DNA by that of daughter DNA. The averaged

data of three experiments were used, including those presented

in Fig. 1.

after infection, de novo synthesized DNA sedimented more rapidly,

probably as the result of repair that occurred in the additional 10

minutes (Fig. 3A). This increased sedimentation rate could not be

observed when the phage also carried the uvs57 mutation in gene uvsZ

(Fig. 3B). The lack of repair was also observed in triple mutant
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15
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Fig. 3 Alkaline sucrose gradient sedimentation of pulse-labelled DNA

isolated at varying times. Phage were irradiated with

9 J.m. before infection. Lysis was at 15 ( • ) and 25 (o)

minutes after infection.

A: strain am denV-.am y

B: strain am denViam y.uvsSl.

The arrow indicates the position of T4 marker DNA (60 Mdal).

1
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strains with am H39 (polynucleotlde ligase) or MÜS79 (RNA-priming

protein) as additional mutations (data not shown). In contrast with

the latter mutations, the presence of uvs57 does not result in a

considerable reduction of the amount of radioactivity incorporated

in DNA between 15 and 25 minutes after infection (Table 1),

Repair in am denV'.am y infected bacteria might partially result

from leakiness of the am denV or the am y mutation. Therefore, it

was established whether thymine dimers are still being excised

from UV-irradlated am denV'.am y DNA. Bacteria were infected with

pre-labelled, Irradiated phage and incubated in non-radioactive

medium. Cells were lysed after 25 minutes and the DNA was

incubated with T*» endonuclease V.

Re-isolated parental DNA was degraded to small fragments (Fig. k),

indicating that after 25 minutes a considerable fraction of the

thymine dimers is still present. Another control experiment, given

in Figure 5, shows that ( H)-labelled parental DNA from irradiated

am denV'.y ;uvs~J3 phage, capable of recombination repair, is distributed

among fragmented daughter DMA and unit-length parental DNA. This is

not observed in strain am denV'.am y:uvs7S . Apparently no excision

Table 1 Total radioactivity recovered from alkaline sucrose gradients.

Phage particles were irradiated with an UV-fluence of

9 J.m. before infection. The numbers are averaged from

two identical experiments including the experiment presented

in Figure 3.

T4 strain

am denV'.am y

am denV-.am y.uvsSl

am denV'.am y-.uV8l9

( H) incorporation
15 minutes

11300

5300

4800

(cpm)
25 minutes

165600

48400

7700

am denV-.am y-.am H39 7300 12200
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Fig. 4 Alkaline sucrose gradient sedimentation of parental DNA

incubated with endonuclease V.

( H)-labelled parental am denV-.am y DNA was isolated at

25 minutes after infection, incubated with T4 endonuclease

and sedimented. Phage were either unirradiated ( o ) , or
_2

irradiated with 9 J.m ( • ) prior to infection. Average

molecular masses are 60 and 20 Mdal respectively.
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Fig. 5 Alkaline sucrose gradient sedimentation of DNA that has been

exposed to repair.

( H)-labelled am denV:uvs79 phage (A) and am denV-.am y phage

(B) were unirradiated ( o ) , or irradiated with 9 (A) or
_2

18 ( • ) J.m respectively, before infection of the host in

unlabelled medium. DNA was isolated at 25 minutes after

infection.
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repair and no recombination repair occurs in this strain. It is there-

fore concluded that replication repair is the only ONA repair pathway

operative in strain am denVxam y.

Since pyrimidine dimers appear to be removed very slowly in

the Tk strain, only capable of replication repair, we investigated

whether replication repair involves repair of secundary lesions, i.e.

gaps in newly synthesized DNA. Therefore, DNA replicated from

pyrimidine dimer containing cm denV-.can.y template DKA was pulse-

labelled between 1 and 15 minutes after infection. Bacteria were

lysed either directly or following a 30 minute chase with cold

thymine. The isolated DNA was denatured and sedtmented on alkaline

sucrose gradients. De novo replicated, short, DNA synthesized

between 1 and 15 minutes after infection, appeared to become

incorporated into larger DNA molecules between 15 and h5 minutes

after infection (Fig. 6),

The more rapidly sedimenting DNA, isolated after the 30 minute

chase» appeared more sensitive to heat than DNA synthesized on

undamaged templates (Fig. 7)- Two hours incubation in 0.1 M NaOH

at 37 C however did not result in substantial breakdown of the

DNA isolated after the pulse-chase experiment. Still, the heat

sensitivity might result from the presence of RNA regions in DNA

fragments with increased sedimentation velocity.

Consequently, the sensitivity to RNase of the isolated DNA was

determined. Cell lysates were run on caesium sulphate density

gradients to remove contaminating nucleases followed by a gentle

phenol-extraction of DNA from the pooled fractions. DNA was denatured,

incubated with either RNase A or RNase T1 and then sedimented on

alkaline sucrose gradients. Degradation was visible after incubation

with each of both enzymes (Fig. 8A). When DNA, synthesized between

30 and 45 minutes after infection was examined, it was apparent that

the newly formed DNA strands are resistant to RNase (Fig. 8B).

7'.
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Fig. 6 Alkaline sucrose gradient sedimentation of DNA pulse-labelled

between 1 and 15 minutes after infection.
_2

Am denV-.am y phage were irradiated with 9 J.m . DNA was

isolated directly after the pulse ( • ) and after a 30 minute

chase with cold thymidine ', o ) .
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Fig. 7 Alkaline sucrose gradients of heated DNA. Am denV-.can y phage
-2

were unirradiated (0) or irradiated with 9 J.m before

infection ( • ). DNA was pulse-labelled between 1 and 15

minutes after infection. After an additional 30 minute

chase with cold thymidine the cells were lysed and DNA was
o

extracted with phenol. DNA was denatured 1 minute at 100 C

before sedimentation.
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Pig. 8 Alkaline sucrose gradients of DNA treated with RNase.

Am denV-.cm y DNA was pulse-labelled either between 1 and 15

(A) or between 30 and 45 (B) minutes after infection. Phage
-2

were irradiated with 9 J.m , lysis was at 45 minutes after

infection. Treatment was for 2 hours at 37 C without RNase

( o) and with 133 fig RNase A per ml (•). Incubation with

RNase Tl showed the same profile.

I



DNA replication in non-irradiated mutant uvslS

The gene k\ mutant, which is presumably deficient in the formation of

RNA-primers that initiate replication repair of daughter DMA, is

still able to synthesize Okazaki pieces in normal DNA replication

(Cupido et al., 1980). Results of Okazaki et al. (1968) suggest that

both the leading strand and the lagging strand are synthesized dis-

continuously. However, interruptions in the newly synthesized

leading strands might also result from repair of replication errors

(Alberts & Sternglanz, 1977). If the leading strand interruptions

result from discontinuous replication, synthesis of daughter strand

fragments might be initiated by an RNA-priming reaction. To test the

possible involvement of the gene hi product in this reaction, we

studied the leading strand synthesis of uvslS DNA. It is expected that

less than 50$ of the incorporated radioactivity will be present in

short DNA pieces, if the leading strand is synthesized continuously

as the result of the uvsld deficiency.

Bacteria were infected with wild type Ik and T^ wus79 and DNA was

labelled during a 5 second pulse at 20°C, followed by rapid quenching

(Kurosawa 6 Okazaki, 1975). In both strains more than 50% of the

incorporated label could be recovered from 10-12 S fragments. In wild

type Tk phage 70-90% of the total radioactivity incorporated was

present in these pieces, whereas in T4 strain uüs79 55~75% of the total

incorporation was in short DNA pieces (Fig. 9).

Discussion

Bacteriophage Tk DNA that is damaged by UV-irradiation is repaired

to a large extent by excision repair. If a portion of the damage has

not been removed before the onset of DNA replication (3~5 minutes

after infection at 30 C), replication of pyrimidine dimer-containing

DNA wilj occur. The presence of thymine dimers in template DNA greatly

reduces the replication rate (data not given) and newly synthesized

DNA consists of short fragments having a length equal to the average
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Fig. 9 Effect of the uus79 mutation on replication of intact DNA.

Bacteria were infected with unirradiated T4 at 20°C. After

70 minutes, ( H)-thymidine was added, followed after 5

seconds by quick dilution in a buffered ethanol/phenol

mixture of -20 C. Infection with strain UVS79 (•) and

with wild type T4 (0).
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distance of dimers in the template strand (Fig, 2).

Replication probably stops opposite pyrimidine dimers and reinitiates

at a short distance, leaving gaps in the daughter strands. In E. ooli

the formation of daughter strand gaps during replication of UV-

irradiated DMA has been demonstrated by Howard-Flanders et al, (1968)

and by Iyer & Rupp (1971), Eaeheyiohia aoli can repair these gaps by

recombination repair (Ganesan, 197*0 and by SOS repair (Radman, 197^»

Witkin, 1976). We suggest that coliphage Ik is also able to repair

gaps in newly replicated DNA along two distinct pathways: recombination

repair (Fig. 5, see also Holmes et al., 1980) and replication repair.

Mutations in genes 30 and ^1, coding for polynucleotide ligase and

for RMA-priming protein respectively, and in gene uvsZ, of which the

product is unknown, affect replication repair. The amount of radio-

activity incorporated into DNA between 15 and 25 minutes after

infection with strain am denV'.am y.uvsSJ shows that the damaged phage

genome is still repeatedly replicated, although at a reduced rate

compared with unirradiated phage. This phenomenon has also been

observed in 7k cm denViam y (see Table 1) and in wild type 7k

(Rayssiguier et al., 1980). The other two triple mutants, carrying

cm H39 or wus79, show a reduced level of replication of damaged DNA.

We assume that wus57 only affects replication repair and still

permits replication of damaged DNA, whereas cm H39 and uVslS inhibit

both replication repair and replication of damaged DNA after the

first cycle of replication.

Restoration of gapped daughter strands by replication repair

appears to involve ligation of DNA fragments and results in the

formation of larger DNA molecules. This process does not involve

recombination with irradiated, parental DNA (Fig. 5). We propose

gap filling to occur by de novo synthesis, using the damaged strand

as template. DNA synthesis past non-coding or mis-coding pyrimidine

dimers is a prerequisite in this process. The observation that

replication repair is error-prone supports this assumption (Cupido,

Wanders & de Groot, in preparation).
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Several enzymes might be responsible for bypass of pyrimidine

dinners during replication repair. Escheriahia aoli DNA polymerase

III is capable of bypassing pyrimidine dimers during SOS repair

(Bridges £ Mottershead, 197&). but the enzyme is probably not

involved in repair of Ih DNA in the cell, that appears independent

of the host SOS functions (Ripley s Drake, unpublished results).

T1* encoded DNA polymerase is probably not capable of bypassing

pyrimidine dimers since the enzyme has a 3'-5' exonuclease or

editing function. Another pathway is trans-lesion synthesis by

RNA polymerase. Although messenger RNA elongation in the closely

related T2 phage in vitro is stopped by the presence of dimers in

the template, in vivo mRNA elongation proceeds along dimers in

a template-independent way (Nozu & Ohnishi, 1978). Therefore, we

suggest bypass of pyrimidine dimers to occur in a RNA polymerization

process, which may also account for the involvement of gene 41 in

replication repair. The oligoribonucleotides synthesized opposite

the lesions may act as primer for gap filling synthesis by the

phage DNA polymerase.

The repaired daughter strands are sensitive to heating and

RNase treatment, indicating the presence of RNA sequences, which

confirms our hypothesis. The as yet unidentified RNase H activity

that removes primer-RNA from Tk Okazaki pieces may not be active

on replication repair primer-RNA since these primers probably

contain unpaired ribonucleotides.

We were not capable to hydrolyze repaired daughter DNA by

alkaline treatment, whereas a similar structure, the replicative

form of the colicin £1 pi asm id is easily hydrolyzed by alkali

(Blair et al., 1972). The alkali resistance of repaired T4 DNA may

result from coating of single stranded regions with protein in

our DNA preparations.

The repaired DNA, still containing short RNA sequences apparently

serve as a template for additional cycles of DNA replication, since

DNA synthesized between 30 and kS minutes after infection is fully
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Fig. 10 Schematic presentation of the mechanism of replication

repair.

1. DNA with a pyrimidine dimer has replicated, which

generates a daughter strand carrying a gap

2. The synthesis of an PNA-primer occurs opposite the dimer

3. The RNA-primer is elongated by DNA polymerase

4. Daughter strand fragments are ligated, without removal

of primer RNA

5. The daughter strand is replicated, resulting in homo-

geneous complementary DNA.

Thick lines represent DNA synthesized after the onset of

replication repair.
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resistant to RNase (see Fig. 8 ) . A scheme of the tentative

mechanism of replication repair is given in Figure 10.

The uvslS mutation does not affect replication of intact T^ DNA.

During a short pulse however, a relatively small portion of the

radioactivity is incorporated in 10-12 S pieces (Fig. 9 ) . This

could be ascribed to less efficient RNA-priming of leading strand

fragments. The wvs79 mutant therefore might be of interest in

studies on T4 DNA replication.
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Chapter 6 . - -

DISCUSSION: REPLICATION REPAIR OF T4 DNA IS POSTREPLI CAT ION REPAIR

Van Minderhout et al. (1978) described a DNA repair pathway in

bacteriophage T't that was tentatively considered as non-catalytic

replication repair. This process was thought to be a property of the

normal DNA replication complex that enabled the complex to adapt to

irregularities in template DNA.":'-••• " : :
;:The question whether repair of daughter strand DNA in mammalian r

cells has to be designated as replication repair or as postreplication

repair has been discussed by several authors. The generally accepted

'gapped synthesis' model (Lehman, 1972) is a postreplication repair

model, whereas the 'replicative bypass' mechanism (Higgins et al.,

1976; Fujiwara £ Tatsumi, 1976) is replication repair, since it is

thought to occur at DNA growing points (see Fig. 1).

The experimental data presented in this thesis allow a better

understanding of the mechanism of replication repair in phage Ih

and are in accordance with the postreplication repair model.

The arguments are the following:

1. the substrate for repair is gapped daughter DNA .

2. the pathway is error-prone, probably as a consequence of the

bypass of non- or mis-coding lesions in the template by a modified

replication complex capable of trans-lesion synthesis.

These observations make is desirable to replace the confusing term

'replicative repair' for this process by a more appropriate name.

We suggest 're-initiation repair' as a new denomination, since this

term fits better with our current knowledge of this repair process.
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Fig. 1 (Post)replication repair in mammalian cells. The 'gapped

synthesis' model predicts that daughter DNA replicated from

damaged templates will contain discontinuities that are filled

in later by de novo synthesis. The 'replicative bypass' model

predicts that there will be no discontinuities in daughter

strand DNA. Re-association of parental strands by displacement

of de novo synthesized DNA permits pairing of the two daughter

strands, thus providing an alternative template (after Doninger,

1978).
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Addendum

THt INVOLVEMENT OF RNA LIGASE IN RE-INITIATION REPAIR

Bacteriophage T*t induces the formation of two ATP-dependent poly-

nucleotide Jigases: DNA ligase (reviewed by Lehmann, 197^) and

RNA ligase (Silber et al., 1972). DNA ligase plays several key roles

in DNA replication, DNA recombination, conditioning of late mRNA

synthesis and DNA repair. RNA ligase is quite versatile: it catalyzes

the formation of circular DNA, linear DNA dimers and DNA-RNA copolymers.

It efficiently joins polynucleotides that are not held in juxta-

position by a complementary strand (Sugino et al., 1977)-

Furthermore it cataly2es a chemically unrelated process resulting

in non-covalent joining of tail fibers to the base plate of phage

T4 (Wood & Henninger, 1969; Snopek et al., 1977).

The physiological role of RNA ligase is unknown, but might be in

DNA repair i.e. ligation of unremoved RNA-primers with daughter DNA

fragments copied from damaged DNA templates (see chapter 5, fig. 10).

We found that RNA ligase mutant cm M69 (gene 63) has a relative

UV-sensitivity of 1.33 on a aupD host which is in the same range

as uvs57 and v.vsl9. However, double mutant strains am M 6 9 : M V S 5 7

and am M69:wus79 are more sensitive (1.80 and 1.69 respectively).

Therefore, the expectation that RNA ligase is involved in the same

repair pathway as uvsS7 and uus79 is not fulfilled.
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Summa ry

Irradiation of bacteriophage T*4 with ultraviolet light induces the

formation of pyrimidine dimers in its DNA. These dinners hamper

replication of DNA and, to a lesser extent, transcription of DNA

after its infection of bacteria. A number of pathways enable phage

T4 to multiply dimer-containing DNA. One of these pathways has been

named replication repair and is described in this thesis.

The properties of two phage strains, unable to perform

replication repair, have been studied to obtain a picture of the

repair process. The mutations in these strains that affect replication

repair have been located on the genomic map of Tk.

Mutation uvsSl is located between genes 56 and 58-61, probably in a

hitherto unknown gene, that we propose to name u'sZ.

Mutation MUS79 appears to be in gene M . The mutations are located

close to each other in an area of the genome coding for proteins

that are involved in phage DNA replication. Mutations in gene *•!

mostly block DNA replication, uvs~]3 however affects replication of

damaged DNA, but not of intact DNA. Gene uvsZ appears involved in

DNA replication as well and more clearly so at temperatures below

37°C. At 25°C, uvsbl causes an arrest of DNA replication, leaving

the synthesized DNA attached to the membrane, preventing maturation

of phage particles. The mutations affect DNA metabolism in other

ways as well: uvs57 reduces the accuracy of DNA replication and

uos73 enhances recombination between rll mutations on the DNA

(chapters 2 and 3)•

Furthermore, the repair process itself has been studied. A phage

strain carrying mutation uvsJS appears non-mutable by irradiation

with ultraviolet light. This indicates that replication repair is

error-prone and generates mutations by misrepair of damaged DNA

(chapter k).

In chapter 5, the repaired DNA is physically characterized.

Pyrimidine dimers appear still present in the irradiated DNA.

Replication of dimer-containing DNA results in the formation of
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gapped daughter DNA. The gaps are filled in by replication repair,

creating DNA molecules that are sensitive to heating and treatment

with RNase. These molecules represent an intermediate step in the

repair pathway: DNA that is synthesized later is resistant to

heating and RNase. From these results the following scheme for the

working mechanism of replication repair has been designed:

1. Synthesis of RNA in gaps in daughter DNA

2. Elongation of RNA by DNA polymerisation

3. Ligation of daughter strand fragments by T4 DNA ligase

k. Replication of daughter DNA that contains RNA sequences to

homogeneous DNA molecules.

Replication repair of T4 DNA appears to occur after replication of

DNA. Therefore we propose a nomination that better fits our model:

re-initiation repair.

t
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Samenvatt ing

Als bacteriofaag Jk met ultraviolet licht wordt bestraald, ontstaan

pyrimidine dimeren in het DNA. Deze belemmeren replicatie en in

mindere mate transcriptie van het faag DNA, nadat dit een bacterie

heeft geïnfecteerd. Via een aantal mechanismen kan Jk toch komen

tot een succesvolle vermeerdering van DNA dat dimeren bevat.

Eén van deze mechanismen, het replicatie herstel, is in dit proef-

schrift beschreven.

Getracht is een beeld te krijgen van dit herstelproces door de

eigenschappen van twee faagstammen die dit herstelproces niet kunnen

uitvoeren te bestuderen. De mutaties die deze stammen bevatten en

die het replicatie herstel belemmeren, zijn gelocaliseerd op de

genetische kaart van T*K Mutatie uvsSl blijkt te liggen tussen gen

56 en gen 58-61, waarschijnlijk in een tot dusver niet ontdekt gen,

dat wij voorstellen uVsZ te noemen. Mutatie uvs7S blijkt in gen A1

te liggen. Beide mutaties liggen dicht bij elkaar in een gebied dat

codeert voor eiwitten die betrokken zijn bij de DNA replicatie van

faag T*». Mutaties in gen *»1 blokkeren meestal de replicatie van

DNA, M U S 7 9 verstoort alleen de replicatie van beschadigd DNA, maar

niet van onbeschadigd DNA. Ook gen uvsZ is betrokken bij de DNA

replicatie, dit uit zich vooral bij een temperatuur die lager is

dan 37 C. Bij 25 C veroorzaakt uvs$7 een voortijdige beëindiging

van de replicatie van DNA, wat tot gevolg heeft dat het gesynthetiseer-

de DNA aan de celmembraan gebonden blijft en niet in faagdeeltjes

kan worden ingepakt. Andere invloeden van deze mutaties op het DNA

metabolisme zijn: een verminderde nauwkeurigheid van de DNA replicatie

onder invloed van uvs57 en een hogere frequentie van recombinatie

van ril mutaties op het DNA onder invloed van uvs73 (hoofdstukken 2

en 3 ) .

Vervolgens is de werking van het herstelproces zelf bestudeerd.

In een faagstam die de mutatie uvs73 bevat, blijken geen mutaties

te worden geTnduceerd door bestraling met ultraviolet licht. Dit

wordt waarschijnlijk veroorzaakt doordat replicatie herstel met een
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bepaalde frequentie beschadigd DNA verkeerd herstelt, wat leidt tot

het ontstaan van mutaties (hoofdstuk k).

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt het herstelde DNA fysisch gekarakteriseerd.

De pyrimidine dimeren blijken nog .steeds aanwezig in het bestraalde

DNA. Hierdoor zijn gaten ontstaan in de DNA strengen die zijn ge-

copieerd van het bestraalde DNA. Deze gaten blijken via replicatie

herstel te worden opgevuld. Hierbij ontstaan DNA moleculen die

gevoelig zijn voor verhitting en behandeling met RNase. Dit blijkt

een tussenfase te zijn in het herstelproces: DNA dat later wordt

gevormd is ongevoelig voor verhitting en RNase.

Deze resultaten hebben geleid tot het opstellen van het volgende

schema voor het verloop van replicatie herstel:

1. Vorming van RNA in de gaten van het nieuw gevormde DNA

2. Verlenging van deze stukjes RNA door DNA polymerisatie

3. Koppeling van de dochterstreng fragmenten door T4 DNA 1igase

k.' Replicatie van deze DNA moleculen, die stukjes RNA bevatten, tot

'homogene DNA moleculen.

Replicatie herstel van T*t DNA blijkt een proces te zijn dat verloopt

nadat het DNA gerepliceerd is. Voorgesteld wordt daarom dit proces

een naam te geven die het mechanisme beter beschrijft:

re-initiatie herstel.
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